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LES ATELIERS DE DROIT FISCAL 
 

 

CALL FOR PAPERS 
 

 

The Ateliers de Droit Fiscal team, under the auspices of the Tax Law Department of the 

Sorbonne Law School (University of Paris I), is organizing the Second Junior Tax Scholars 

Conference.  

 

This event will be held at the premises of the University of Paris-Sorbonne on June 5, 

2014 and will have as its main topic: 

 

Functions of taxation 

Under the patronage of Professor Michel Bouvier 

 

This conference’s aim is to analyze and discuss the evolution of the functions of taxation, from 

the coverage of public expenditures to other economic and social functions that form the core 

of current tax debates. Each author should present in his proposal a specific function of 

taxation or of the function of a specific tax
1
. 

 

The aim of this conference is to give to junior tax scholars, either Ph.D. candidates or doctors 

having defended a thesis after September 1, 2012, the opportunity to deliver a twenty minutes 

presentation of their paper. 

A board will examine the submitted papers. Those need to be directly linked to the 

conference’s topic and written in French or English. The board will heed the originality of 

the paper’s subject together with the methodology adopted. Papers on Tax law -domestic, EU, 

international or comparative - will be preferred, however papers presenting original economic 

aspects will not be, a priori, excluded. 

 

The organization team is at your entire disposal to answer any question. If you wish to present 

a paper, please apply before April 6, 2014 (24:00 GMT +1 time). 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1
Applicants are requested to read the explanation of the conference’s topic, also attached to this e-mail. 
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Applicants should enclose their paper (40.000-60.000 characters, including spaces, format 

.doc), their contact information, a Curriculum Vitae, their university affiliation as well as the 

date of registration in a Ph.D. program or of the defense of the thesis. All documents should 

be sent by e-mail to the Organization Committee (ateliersdroitfiscal@gmail.com). 

 

The submitted papers are going to be peer-reviewed by the Organization Committee. Authors 

of the chosen papers will be contacted by e-mail by the Committee on April 18, 2014. 

 

Please find the regulations for this conference and further information on our website : 

 

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/axe-de-recherche/ateliersdedroitfiscal/ 

 

Contacts: 

Atelier de Droit Fiscal: ateliersdroitfiscal@gmail.com 

Administrative support: Ms. Catherine Morel - sorbonne-fiscalite@univ-paris1.fr- 01.44.07.77.51 

 

 

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/axe-de-recherche/ateliersdedroitfiscal/
mailto:ateliersdroitfiscal@gmail.com
mailto:sorbonne-fiscalite@univ-paris1.fr
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LES ATELIERS DE DROIT FISCAL 

 

« Functions of taxation » 
 

2
nd

 Junior Tax Scholars Conference  

Thursday, June 5th, 2014 

Sorbonne, Amphitheatre « Gestion » 
 

According to the French Professor Gaston Jèze, taxes are defined as a pecuniary 

payment, required from individuals through authority and without counterparty, in view of 

covering public expenditures. This definition might seem incomplete today, if one considers 

other functions that are currently assigned to taxation. Should we then still limit the function 

of taxation to the coverage of public expenditures or should we also analyze other functions 

that taxes may have? Those other functions are in permanent evolution, linked to changes in 

public finance and evolving economic considerations.  

   

The budgetary function of taxation remains paramount: tax revenue finances public 

expenditures. However, various factors have transformed this principle. For instance, social 

security expenditures in France are an example that highlights the existence of  “assigned 

taxes”, which connect a compulsory levy with a specific expenditure, challenging the 

principle of universality of the budget. 

 

The evolving economic function of taxation is connected to the idea of regulation, 

substituting an incentive to a duty. Thus, taxation does not imply prohibition, but encourages  

the taxpayers to adopt a specific behaviour. As a matter of fact, pollution is monetized in 

order to preserve a healthy environment, soda taxes intend to prevent obesity, and excises 

intend to reduce smoking rates. 
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The social function of taxation is also transforming: the ability-to-pay principle of 

the article 13 of the Declaration of 1789 has grown into a demand of redistribution of national 

wealth and thus has even been challenged by tax revolts.   

 

What could be said on the different functions of taxation and what are the new functions that 

emerge in modern taxation?  Providing some thoughts and a constructive discussion on those 

questions is the ambition of our Second Conference.  

 

Examples of papers 

 

Without claiming to be exhaustive, here are some examples of subjects directly linked with 

the conference’s topic: 

 

Introduction: The definition of tax 

 

I. The budgetary function of taxation 

 

-The traditional function of taxation: Financing of public expenditures  

-The development of “special purpose taxes” 

 

II. Economic functions of taxation 

 

State interventionism through taxation 

 

A. Taxation as an instrument for regulating economic activity and human behaviour  

 

- Environmental taxation  

- Research & Development tax credits (national or comparative perspective) 

- Financial transaction taxes 

- Excises and other taxes 

 

B. Taxation and tax neutrality 

 

The principle of neutrality in tax law  

 

III. Social functions of taxation 

- Taxation and tax justice 

- The principle of equality in taxation 

- Taxation and social solidarity 
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LES ATELIERS DE DROIT FISCAL 
 

2nd Junior Tax Scholars Conference - Regulations 
 

 

1. Presentation 

 

The Ateliers de Droit Fiscal team, under the auspices of the Tax Law Department of the 

Sorbonne Institute for Legal Research (Sorbonne Law School - University of Paris I), is 

organizing the Second Junior Tax Scholars Conference. This event will be held at the 

premises of the Sorbonne, in the Gestion Amphitheatre (1, rue Victor Cousin, 75005 - Paris). 

 

The aim of this conference is to give to junior tax scholars, either Ph.D. candidates or doctors 

having defended a thesis after September 1, 2012, the opportunity to deliver a twenty minutes 

presentation of their paper. The submitted papers may be published. 

 

 

2. Participation terms 

 

Submitted papers should be directly linked to the conference’s topic and written in French or 

English. The organization committee will heed the originality of the paper’s subject together 

with the methodology demonstration method adopted. Papers on Tax Law -domestic, EU, 

international or comparative - will be preferred, however papers presenting original economic 

aspects will not be, a priori, excluded. 

 

Junior scholars, – Ph.D. candidates or doctors having defended their thesis after later than 

September 01, 2012 – wishing to participate should apply by April 06, 2014 (24:00, GMT+1). 

 

Applicants should enclose their paper (40.000-60.000 characters, including spaces, format : 

.doc), their contact information, a Curriculum Vitae, their university affiliation as well as the 

date of registration in a Ph.D. programme or of the defence of the thesis. 

All documents should be sent by e-mail to the Organization Committee 

(ateliersdroitfiscal@gmail.com). 

The papers are going to be peer-reviewed by the Organization Committee. Authors of the 

chosen papers will be contacted by e-mail by the Committee on April 18, 2013. 
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Under the terms that will be précised at the moment of the results’ release, the Sorbonne-

Taxation department may finance on a fixed base the participants’ accommodation and meal 

costs. Travel expenses are at the participants’ charge. 

 

 

 

Les Ateliers de Droit Fiscal 

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/axe-de-recherche/ateliersdedroitfiscal/ 

 

Administrative support: Ms. Catherine Morel - sorbonne-fiscalite@univ-paris1.fr - 

01.44.07.77.51 

Ateliers de Droit Fiscal team: ateliersdroitfiscal@gmail.com 

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/axe-de-recherche/ateliersdedroitfiscal/
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